Year 8 Su2: Programme Music
Scheme Overview:

FINAL PRODUCT /

Looking at how music can be used to tell a story or represent
a picture, through the use of famous pieces of work like Carnival of the animals, Fantasia, and pictures at an exhibition.

WK

CONTENT

OBJECTIVE

ASSESSMENT
To create a piece of
music to represent
your own planet


1

Carnival of animals

To understand how music is
created to represent animals.


2

Fantasia/ The sorcerers ap- To understand how music can be
prentice
used to tell a story

A short description of the planet
Good use of all
the elements of
music

LITERACY: Keywords each lesson, Reading stories, creating character descriptions
NUMERACY: reading note lengths and making sure playing over right beats,
numerical figures within the information.

DIRT /FEEDBACK

WIDER READING OR RESOURCES

Think Pink Sections within the slides to
prompt thoughts and feedback.

Research other programme music on you tube

Feedback on performances from pupils and
teacher.

Film music

Pupils reminded from assessment booklets
on how they should be improving.

Peter and the wolf.

PLC: EVALUATION(Personal Learning Checklist)
I can recognise how an animal is represented in the music

1

I can link musical elements to character traits
I can create a piece of music for an animal of my choice
I can explain how the visual story and music are linked in simple

3

Pictures at an exhibition

To understand how pictures can
represent a piece of music

2

I can create my own music for a section of the sorcerers appren-

HOMEWORK
Set as needed

4

The water goblin

To understand how a theme can
be used for single characters

I can explain how the music and story are linked in more detail

Complete 3 pieces of homework from the menu.

SMSC & BRITISH
VALUES
Social: Group work, managing conflict
Mental: Music can relax the mind creating a
visual story

I can link the pictures to the section of music

3

I can explain the link between the pictures and the music
I can create my own music to represent a chosen image
I understand what a theme is.

1 Piece every two weeks
5

6

Planets

Planets

To explore music representing
the planets

To create a piece of music for
your own planet

PAC VALUES
Respect in lessons and for equipment.
Pride in their compositions and performance
Equality learning to work with anyone in the group
Successfully perform and learn about different styles
Team, work together in groups and pairs

Work Ethic, Allow others to perform and listen/
comment.
Initiative, Compose own drumming rhythms

4

I can play a simple theme
I can adapt a theme to represent different moods/emotions
I can explain simple links between the music and planet they rep-

5& I can explain in more detail why a specific piece of music repre6 I can create music to represent my own planet.

